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Representation - 1 dtd.O8.12.2O22 :

we are a company registerd under company's act and engaged in

manufacturing of chemical products and having our subject plant situated at
Plot No.747 and 7 to L2, vartej GIDC, opp. 220 Kv S/S, Vartej-364004, Tal. &
Dist. Bhavnagar.

We are EHT consumer with PGVCL(City-2) Division, Bhavnagar having

connection No.23865 and contract demand of 6750 KVA under HTP1 tariff.
We are also receiving power from entities other than Distribution Licensee

PGVCL and to promote i-enewable energy,
generators and solar generation plants also. i;"G,v.c.L.

i*hevnagar
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lished wind power



The Respondents had sent a carcuration sheet of set off made against the

various sorar prants and wind mirs generations for the energy bill for the month

of september _ zozz(Encrosure:2) vide his retter dtd.o2 .tt-zozz(Enclosure:

3) for all group companies' In this application'

There are few mistakes in the carcutation of set off of generation submitted by

the respondent. we had drawn attention of the respondent on the similar

mistakes which are in the earrier carcurations vide our letter

dtd.29 .07.2027(.Encrosure:4) but the same was not repried by the respondent'

Some of the mistakes are continuous in nature and repeated in the every setoff

carcuration by the respondent under disguise of the approved methodology or

circurar by the corporate office which required to be amended from the

beginning of the setoff'

we are firing this grievances under GERC Regulations of (.GRF & ombudsman)

IOLI notified vide notification 2 of 20'L9 '

Ground for the ComPlain:

1) our connection No.23865 is having following share of generation from

different solar generation plants and wind Turbine Generators as per

calculationsheetprovidedbytherespondentisgivenbelow
(Enclosure:3)

i) 66.67 o/o Sharin

ii) 100 o/o Sharing

iii) 100 o/o sharing

iv) 100 % sharing

v) 100 % Sharing

2) As Per data given, th net setoff units from first 3 solar plants are

g in generation from 4'5 MW solar plant'

in generation from O'675 MW solar plant'

in generation from 10 MW solar plant'

in generation from 1'5 MW WTG No'4987'

in generation from 1'5 MW WTG at Dhudasiya

e

Now the sol

not be adju

arplantdonotgeneratepoweratnightsothesolarpowershould
stedwithrespecttonightbenefitwhileforpeakhourtimeofuse

sseIosraftenu itssetoffetNName of the PlantSr. No 35371 1o/o76 6r )6oS aW (M541 79585
0.675 MW so lar2 1235BBB10 MW solar3 1669184Total
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3) Regarding WTG production the net set off from 2 WTG is given as

Sr.No Name of the WTG Net setoff units after losses

1.5 MW WTG Sr.No.49B7 t44429

2 1.5 MW WTG Dhudasiya 70973

Total 2L5402

In Dhudasiya WTG 2o/o banking charge is deducted as per Wind tariff order 2 of

2oL6 dtd.3o.0B.2o16 which is in force from the date of the order. In the earlier

Wind tariff order there is no banking charge levied by the Hon'ble Commission.

The Dhudasiya WTGs are installed and commissioned in March-2016 before

Order 2 of 2016. So, banking charge of 2 o/o is not applicable and accordingly

the2o/o deduction 1505 units is not applicable so the same should be credited in

to our account so total wind unit credit should be 2L5402 +1505 = 2L6907

u n its.

As WTG power is generated during any time of the day, the unit's credit should

be proportionate in night rebate as well as time of use charge.

The net unit credit including solar and wind will be 1886091 units.

4) The final bill calculation for the month of September-2OZ2 will be as per

sheet attached with this application (Enclosure-5). As per revised calculation

carried out by us subject to verification by the respondent for arithmetical

mistake, the refund amount for the month of September-2}Z2 is Rs.B,L6,6BLl-

only.

5) The mistake made in the September - 2022 energy bill is not an arithmetical

mistake. It is an obvious and deliberate attempt to give minimum setoff to the

Renewable energy Consumer under disguise of the so called approved method

by the Corporate Office. It is a common sense that solar power can not

contribute any power in to night hours of 10.00 PM to 6.00 PM but yet to

reduce the night benefit proportionate to solar power is an attempt to

discourage the consumers from opting for renewable energy. There is no GERC

Regulations with supports such abnormal action of the respondent. Even after

drawing attention of the respondent, no action is initiated.

6) This is a sample case of discrepancies in setoff to be granted to our

company. The actual setoff calculation since beginning of solar power

i3.$"r,/,c.L.
i',#i,iirAgaf
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generation from 2018 and also banking cha on the WTG generator
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which is commissioned before the tariff order is a continuous wrong setoff

calculation in every bill where such setoff is granted.

Hon'ble Forum is requested to direct the respondent to revised all setoff of solar

generation and wind generation where similar wrong calculation is made by the

respondent.

7) As the wrong calculation is an deliberate attempt by the respondent to

reduce the setoff effect and discourage the consumer from going for green

energy, the refund arise from the revision of the bill should be granted with

interest from the date of billing till refund date.

Prayer :

Hon'ble Forum is prayed to

a) Direct the respondent to revise the setoff calculation for the

month of September-2022 
", 

0S per actual and credit refund

amount to the applicant

b) Direct the respondent to revise the setoff calculation for each month for
Solar generation from 2018 and wind generation setoff for Dhudasiya

WTGs from beginning of collection of banking charge.

c) Direct the respondent to revise the formula for solar setoff for all

Consumers.

d) Direct the respondent to give interest on the refund amount from the

date of original billing to refund into account of our applicant.

e) Allow any relief deemed fit for the purpose.

Representation - 2 dtd.14.O3.2O23 :

We are further to our application and in response to the reply filed by the

respondent the Executive Engineer(City-2) PGVCL, Bhavnagar as above referred
(3).

The main points raised by us.

1) Peak hour charges to be collected on solar generation.

2) Reduction in night hour benefit proportionate to solar generation.

3) 2o/o banking charges collected on 1.5 MW (2x0.750KW) wrGs at

Dhudasiya wind farm.

a) The respondent had clarified the points raised

referred (3) letter. The first point clarified that,
P.S"V,C.L.

;;ilNi;1.'ilASAft

,{.

by nt in his above
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peak hour charges are already proportionately reduced for wing generation

while calculating setoff. However, in case of solar it is specifically mentioned in

the point No.6 of Power purchase agreement that TOU Charges shall be

applicable for consumption during peak hours.

The point is raised regarding solar generation only.

b) As per the calculation sheet provided for the month of September 2022 page

no.4 of the reply, the 4.5 Mw solar plant and 0.675 Mw solar plant are elected

under SPP 2015 i.e. under GERC order 3 of 2015.

c) Some of the relevant points of the GERC order 3 of 2015 are reproduced

below for ready reference for Hon'ble forum.

4.5.2 Wheeling with Injection of 66 KV or above

As per the scope of this tariff, this clause will be applicable to solar plants of a

capacity greater than 4MW. \l
For wheeling of power to the consumption site at 66 KV voltage level and

above, the wheeling of electricity generated from the solar power generators to

the desired location (s) within the State shall be allowed on payment of

transmission charges and transmission losses applicable to normal Open-Asses

Consumers.

For wheeling of power to consumption site at a voltage below 66 KV, the

wheeling of electricity generated from the solar power Generators to the

desired location (s) within the access customers transmission and wheeling loss

@ 7o/o of the energy fed into the grid. This loss shall be shared between the

transmission and distribution licensees in the ratio of 4:3.

4.5.5 Wheeling at Two More Locations

If a Solar power Generator owner desires to wheel electricity to two or more

locations, it shall pay INR 0.05 per unit on energy fed in the grid to Distribution

Company in whose area power is consumed in addition to the above-mentioned

transmission charges and losses, as applicable.

4.7 Banking

The commission has considered the contents of the discussion paper and

comments reieived from the stakeholders on banking. After considering the

aforesaid the commission decides the banking as under.

All solar power projects that are commissi under captive generating mode

r F.{!,U,C.L.
, u,Iiuur:igar

and not operating under the REC route

o d

Sale shall be eligible for
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banking of energy for One month period only, The banking period is determined

with consideration of billing cycle for recipient units of the concerned

Distribution Licensee, who receive the solar energy for captive use. Banking

shall be considered on first in first out (FIFO) energy basis. Any surplus energy

of banked units in the given billing cycle available after set-off shall be

considered as deemed sale to the concerned Distribution Licensees at Average

power purchase Cost (APPC) rate determined by the Commission for relevant

year.

4.Lg Power purchase Agreement
The term of the power purchase agreement that the solar Developer signs with

the Distribution Licensee will be 25 years. The distribution licensee may sign

the PPA at the earliest from the date of submission of the application with all

relevant details by the solar generators and get it approved from the

Commission

d) Let us consider the case of the 4.5 MW solar generation plant.

As mentioned on page 2 of the wheeling agreement (page 13 of the Reply)

AND WHEREAS

The agreement is executed on provisional bases of wheeling of power in

accordance with the Government of Gujarat's Solar policy 2015(solar policy)

Provisions of Gujarat Electricity Regulalory Commission(GERC)'s Order No-3 of

2015 "In the matter of Determination of Tariff for procurement of power by

Distribution Licensees and Other from Solar Energy project for the state of

Gujarat" GERC Open Access Regulation 2071 and amendment thereto,

intrastate ABT Order and amendment thereto and other applicable GERC

regulations and as per terms and conditions contained in the application form

filed by the company GEDA and as per as per the terms and condition of this

Agreement.

As per above, the agreement is executed as per GERC order No.3 of 2015. All

the points of GERC order 3 of 2015 are applicable to both respondent and

complainer. In the above-mentioned order, there is no mention of TOU charges.

Point No.6 of the agreement is reproduced below. In the point, there is no

Ie"fi.V.c.L.
*l"r*runlgaf

*
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nnention of TOU charges as claimed by the respondent.



Option Particular of OPtion Energy Accounting

Option - 1 Consumer does not intendto
utilize Renewable attribute of
the generated solar energY

towards its RPO

The Solar energy generated after
deducting applicable losses, shall be

set off against energy consumed at
any time during the billing cycle at

the recipient unit.

B

5.0 Energy Accounting:

Also, aS per point No. 4.L3 Power Purchase agreement, the respondent

Distribution Iicensee should have gotten the wheeling agreement to be

approved by the commission. Accordingly, the collection of TOU charges is not

in the wheeling agreement and the respondent is not authorized to collect the

same from the applicant under the wheeling agreement.

e) The consideration of the 0.675 MW Solar generation plant.

The wheeling agreement was executed on 05.08.2020 under GERC order 3 of

2020
point No.3.B (i) of the Energy Accounting & RPO order is reproduced below.

3.8 Energy Accounting and RPO

i. Solar power Projects not registered under REC Mechanism and the consumer

does not take benefit of the renewable attribute for such projects, the

adjustment of the solar energy generation shall be allowed within the

consumer's billing cycle. The entire solar energy generation of such consumer

shall be utilized for meeting the RPO of that Distribution Licensee. Banking of

energy shall be allowed within one billing cycle of the consumer, wherein set-off

may be given against energy consumed at any time of the billing cycle.

However, peak charges shall be applicable for consumption during peak

hours.

As per above, the peak charges shall be applicable for consumption during peak

hours. Also, condition 6 of the wheeling agreement also mentioned that 6.0

Time of use charges time of use charges shall be applicable for consumption

during peak hours as per the relevant tariff order of GERC.

As per GERC tariff order 3 of 2020 and wheeling agreement dated 5.8.2020

condition 6, we agree that the TOU charge is applicable to the generation from

; F,G,V,C.L
;rl }*h;rynagar

*

(€b{
$the solar power generation plant of 0.675 MW.
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f) The third case is a 10 MW solar generation plant the wheeling agreement was
executed on 04.08.2021(Annexure-1) under solar power policy zO2L and
GERC order in petition No.1936 option 3 and setoff is to be granted on 15
minutes time block after deduction applicable losses.
As per the order, the solar generation in the case of REC/Rpo, the same should
be used within 15 minutes time slot of the generation.
In the related GERC order, there is no mention of ToU charges to be paid by
the captive power user with RPo. There is no question of the collection 0f Tou
Charges.

g) In credit adjustment for September, in connection with No. 23865, the ToU
charges were made applicable on 1458966 units out of 1530541 units
consumed during peak hours. It is not clear which 7L576 units are granted
exemption from the TOU charge by the respondent.
h) As per the above-mentioned represeniation regarding the ToU charge can be
summarised for final discussion. The factor related to September 2022 can be
derived

(1884586+1505 Dhudasiya Difference)=1886091 net generated units
Net units to be billed = Total consumption- net generation

= 4606060- 1886091 = 27 L9969.
Total TOU units = 1530541

Ratio of Tou/Total consumption= 153054 1/4606060=0. 3323
Sr.
No

Renewable
entity

Net Units after
applicable losses

Proportional
Units on Which

TOU is applicable

Units on
which TOU is
not applicable

Solar 0.675 7958s AII 0
Solar 10 1235BBB 0 Ail
Solar 4.5 35371 1 0 All

4 Wind 4987 744429 Ail 0
5 Wind Dhudasiya 70973+L505= 72478 AII 0

i) The second point raised by the applicant is the deduction of night benefit
proportionate to the use of solar power supplied to the applicant.
Calculation as sought by the firm that Night rebate should not be reduced in
proportion to set off units is not present in any of the notifications/guidelines
related to solar/wind poricies. The firm is arre tven the benefit for their

& Electricity Duty.
t\i}F

C.L'

1

2

3

generated units in the form of energy charg

,&$7?',
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However, all the rebates are proportionately reduced as firm is paying the final
bill for units consumed after setoff. The modification in calculation as expected
by firm can create a situation where rebate on units may become in excess of
the actual units consumed after setoff, which is not possible.
The reply presented by the respondent has been reproduced above. The reply is
vague, without support from any related law/Regulations or tariff order for solar
power issued from time to time.
The benefit to the consumer is not in the purview of the respondent and for any
amendment in the tariff order by GERC, the respondent may file a petition in
GERC.

In lieu of any valid legal reply, a face-saving presentation is made by the
respondent. It is already mentioned in the reply that set off against night
rebate is not mentioned in any of tfi! solar/wind policies. We agree with the
fact that in the policies the reduction in night benefits is proportionate to the
solar generation is not mentioned.

i) It is said in the reply filed by the respondent that " the modification in the
calculation as expected by the firm can create a situation where rebate on units
may become in excess of the actual units consumed after setoff which is not
possible. "

The statement has no clear meaning but in other words, the respondent is
making it clear that though there is not any regulation or law, or circular which
supports such proportionate reduction in night benefit, to protect the revenue
of the respondent such steps are required.
The night benefit is provided for the units consumed between 10.00 pM and
06'00 AM the next day. There is an absolute zero possibility that energy
generated by the solar plats contributed to consumption during that night,s
benefit hours,

It is absolutely illogical and illegal that a portion of the night benefit is reduced
by proportionate solar consumption which is officially available from 07.00 AM
to 06.00 PM only.

Considering the above fact and confession by the respondent that such
proportionate deduction of night benefit is not supported by any of the solar

p.G,i/,d,L.
Bhauliagar

tariff orders, the Hon'ble Forum is direct the respondent to
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immediately stop this ritualistic practice of reducing night benefit related to
solar generation which is generated during day time oNLy.
k) The third point is regarding 2o/o banking charges in kind deducted from the
generated units from 1.5 MW (2x0.750KW), Particularly Dhudasiya wind farm.
In the reply, it is mentioned that
Regarding 2o/o banking charges on Dhudasiya wind generation, it is quote here
that M/s MSPL has already filed a petition challenging the banking charEes on
wind generation with the Hon'ble GERC & result of the judgment of the matter
will be applicable to ail wind generators.

The reply is far from the fact without going into the details of the matter or
properly scanning the application submitted to the Hon'ble forum.
The applicant has stated in point No.3 of the letter that
The Dhudasiya WTGs are installed and commissioned in March 2016
before order 2 ol 2016. So banking charge of Zo/o is not applicable
The wheeling agreement for 1.5 MW wTG was executed on 30.03.2016
(Annexure-2) on Page 2 of the wheeling agreement, it is stated that,
The company above named has been permitted by the Gujarat Energy
Development Agency (GEDA) to set up a wind farm of 1.500 MW on Revenue
Survey No. 53/p-1 and 63/p-1 at Village: Galpadar, of Taluka: Kalawad and
District : Jamnagar in accordance with the provisions of the wind power
Generation policy 2073, issued under the Resolution No.EDA-102001-3054-B by
the Government of Gujarat dated 25 July, 20t3, GERC order No. 2 of 20tZ
dated 08.08.20L2 and review order dated 07.01.13.
As per above, the wheeling agreement is made as per GERC order 2 of 20L2.
Regarding banking, it is stated in the order that
4.6 Banking of Surplus Wind Energy

Commission's Decision By considering the intermittent generation pattern of
wind power projects and as a promotional measure the Commission decides to
continue the present practice of settlement of excess generation after set off in
case of captive wind power projects in the state. with intra-state ABT
mechanism in place in the state, increase in time period for banking will have
adverse financial impact on utilities. Further urplus generation available afterS

energy settlement, if ooy, shall be the utility. Hence, the

of settlement of excess
-.. :.i H,'1"

Commission decides to continue the resent
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generation after set off in case of captive wind power projects in the state. In

other words, WEGs opting for captive use of the energy generated shall be

eligible to get set off against the energy generated during peak and normal

hours as specified by the Commission in the tariff orders. The WEGs are eligible

fone-month banking for the electricity generated during the same calendar

month. However, they are eligible to utilize the same during the month in

proportion to the energy generated during peak and normal hoperiodsiod' The

banking facility shall not be available for third-party sale of wind energy.

As per above, no banking charge is imposed on wTG generation as per wind

power tariff order 2 of 2072.

Moreover, the wind power tariff order 3 of 2016, clearly says that

5. Applicability of the order commission's Decision

The commission decides that this oider shall come into force from the date of

issue of this order. Therefore, the tariff and other commercial terms as

determined by the Commission in this order shall be applicable to all such wind

energy generators for which the PPAs would be signed in respect of wTGs to be

installed and commissioned on or after the date of this order'

Date: 30/AB/20L6

The wheeling agreement for 1.5 MW (2x0.750 KW) Dhudasiya wind Farm was

executed on 30.03 .2016 before the order dated 30.08.20L6 where a banking

charge of 2o/o is introduced on banked units generated by WTG till the new tariff

order is imposed in 2020, The banking charge should not be imposed on the

generation of 1.5 MW(2x0.7sCI KW) at Dhudasiya for which the wheeling

agreement was executed before the solar tariff order 3 of 2016.

The Hon'ble Forum is requested to direct the respondent to amend the mistake,

not to charge the 2o/o banking in kind from generation of WTG from Dhudasiya

farm and refund the units deducted by way of banking charges in the case of

1.5 Mw WTG at Dhudasiya in all bills till the date of order and revised all the

bills accordingly.

i) While further scrutinizing the bill of September 2022, a wheeling charge of

Rs.20,860.00 at the rate of Rs.0.09135 is imposed on 228349 units. The

app licant connection is an EHT Connecti wheeling charge can be

1,.

in
P,S,\f "fr,L.
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We request Hon'ble Forum, to direct the respondent to cancel wheeling charges

in the bill of September 2022 and credit the same into our account'

m) This application regarding disparities in the bill for the month of September

zozz is generic as the points raised by the appricant apply to all the similar bills

raised by the respondent. The Honb'le Forum is requested to direct the

respondent to revise all the bills where such a mistake is made by the

respondent and refund the amount with interest from the date of the bills as

the calculation is made defying the tariff orders of GERC for the contemporary

period and in violation of the wheeling agreements.

The applicant continues with the prayer in the original application'

Representation of PGVCL. The application and nomination as per the guideline

of notification of 2 of z\tg are attached to this letter.

e uldqutlrfl-fl t?[uturt,- $ut*t.i ste A't\d bt?d[ 3"r6t ?t?'ttd 6 i...

M/s. Madhu silica pvt. Ltd. is an EHT Consumer under the jurisdiction of

Bhavnagar City-2 division bearing consumer number 23865 having contracted

demand of 9,000 KVA at Vartej GIDC.

2.t Grievances filed by M/S. MSPL falls under the scope of agreements

executed from time to time by the firm to obtain setoff in their electricity bill

against their renewable generation, which is detailed as follows;

2.2 Monthly generation of above generators is obtained by this office from

SLDC & same is set off against their bill as per the conditions narrated in the

agreement. calculation sheet is attached herewith.

2.3 Now the consumer has come up with following grievances in the calculation

of their setoff.

- Peak hour charg es should be reduced in proportion to the generation & should

be applicable on net units consumed after setoff

L

o il*e

L}.G,r.f.c.L.

9"ihxr'rragar

Sr.
No

Location Type Capacity Policy Share of
23855

Agreement
Date

1 Moti Dharai Solar 4.500 MW SPP2O 15 66.667o/o 1 1-Sep- 1B

2 Moti Dharai Solar 0.675 MW SPP2O 1 5 100o/o 05-Aug-20

3 Moti Dharai Solar 10.000 MW SPP2O21 100o/o 02-Aug-21

4 Vejalpar Wind 1.500 MW WPP2O16 100% 03-Aug-18

5 Dhudasiya Wind 1.500 MW WPP2O16 100o/o 30-Mar-16

- Night rebate should not be proportionately reduced during setoff.
(,
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- 2o/o banking charges should not be considered for their wind generator of
Dhudsiya.

2.4 In this regard, it is to clarify here that:
- Peak hour charges are already proportionately reduced for wind generation
while calculating setoff. However, in case of Solar it is specifically mentioned in
the point No.6 of power purchase Agreement that TOU charges shall be
applicable for consumption during peak hours.
- Calculation as sought by the firm that Night rebate should not be reduced in
proportion to set off units is not present in any of the notifications/guidelines
related to Solar/Wind policies. The firm is already given the benefit for their
generated units in the form of energy charges, Fuel charges & Electricity Duty.
However, all the rebates are proportionately reduced as firm is paying the final
bill for units consumed after setoff. The modification in calculation as expected
by firm can create a situation where rebate on units may become in excess of
the actual units consumed after setoff, which is not possible.
- Regarding 2o/o banking charges on Dhudasiya wind generation, it is quote here
that M/S. MSPL has already filed a petition challenging the banking charges on
wind generation with the Hon'ble GERC & result of the judgment of the matter
will be applicable to all wind generators.

e Forum's findings. ;

Considering representation of both the parties, and produced documents, forum
comes to the conclusion as under, I

3.l Applicant M/s Madhu Silica Pvt. Ltd. Limited is having EHT Connection vide
No. 23865 Of having contracted demand of 6750 KVA Under HTpl Tariff.
at GIDC, Vartej Under the constitution of PGVCL City-2 Dn. Bhavnagar.

3.2 The applicant has found some mistakes in setoff calculation sheet given by
respondent for its energy bills of solar plants and wind mils generations,
narrated above in applicant's representation, and requested for refund by
raising following points.

1. while calculating setoff, peak hour charges ( Tou charges)

I
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changed as pro rata of TOU charges of original bill

dbe
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2. As the solar power is not generated during the night rebate as per the

original bills should not be adjusted after setoff units are deducted from

consumer's bill.

3. Zo/obanking units should not be charged for 1.5 MW Dhudasiya, WTG.

3.3 Respondent PGVCL has represented as under.

1. peak hour charges are proportionally reduced for units generated through

wind energy.

Z. For Solar generation it is mentioned in the power purchase Agreement

the TOU charges shall be applicable for consumption during peak hours.

3. Benefit of generated units is reflected in the form of energy charges, fuel

charges & electricity duty. However, all rebates are propositionally

reduced from original bill depenUing on the solar generation for the

month & net units billed after adjusting setoff.

4. No notification/guidelines related to solar/wind policies support the

grievance of M/s MSPL for not proportionately reducing the night rebate

after setoff. This calculation can create a situation where units eligible fon

night rebate may become more than total units billed after adjusting

setoff .

5. M/s MSpL has already filed petition challenging banking charges on wind

generation with Hon'ble GERC & result of judgement will be applicable to

all wind generations.

From the above, forum concludes as under :

3.3 Peak hour (TOU) charges.

a. TOU charges are already propotionetly charged for wing generations.

b. The 4.5 MW & .675 MW solar generators, which are installed under

Solar Power poticy, 2015 are given setoff on billing cycle basis. In the

policy as well as in the agreement, it is clarified that peak hour charges

shall be applicable on entire consumption during peak hours & hence,

current calculation methodology of respondent is proper.

c. In the case of 10 MW solar generators installed under RPO regime of

Solar Power policy, 202L,

The setoff is given in 15 minute time block & peak hour charges
F,G't,6.1.
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not mentioned as in the earlier policy. In this regard, forum di
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respondents to follow the power purchase agreement & revise the
setoff calculation.

3.4 No order is passed on current calculation methodology of adjusting
night units.

3.5 2o/obanking charges levied by respondent is as perthe wind tariff
order 2 of 2016. However, the Dhudasiya WTG was commissioned prior
to the said tariff order & hence the 2o/o banking charges are not
applicable & should be refunded.

3.6 No order is passed on interest on refund amount.
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